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Abstract: We present and validate a method of reconstructing high-resolution sea surface
wind fields from multi-sensor satellite data over the Grand Banks of Newfoundland off
Atlantic Canada. Six-hourly ocean wind fields from blended products (including
multi-satellite measurements) with 0.25°spatial resolution and 226 RADARSAT-2 synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) wind fields with 1-km spatial resolution have been used to reconstruct
new six-hourly wind fields with a resolution of 10 km for the period from August 2008 to
December 2010, except July 2009 to November 2009. The reconstruction process is based
on the heapsort bucket method with topdown search and the modified
Gauss–Markov theorem. The result shows that the mean difference between the
reconstructed wind speed and buoy-estimated wind speed is smaller than 0.6 m/s, and the
standard deviation is smaller than 2.5 m/s. The mean difference in wind direction between
reconstructed and buoy estimates is 3.7°; the standard deviation is 40.2°. There is fair
agreement between the reconstructed wind vectors and buoy-estimated ones.
Keywords: sea surface winds; SAR; scatterometer; reconstruction; heapsort bucket
method; topdown search; modified Gauss–Markov theorem
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1. Introduction
Measurements of ocean wind vectors serve as a basis for marine weather forecasting and offshore
wind farms planning and contribute to the understanding of air-sea interactions and atmospheric
dynamics [1–3]. Conventional wind observations from ships, buoys and meteorological stations cannot
characterize the detailed distribution of offshore wind vectors. Representative long-term offshore
meteorological time series with high spatial and temporal resolution are often not available. Satellite-based
wind field maps cover most of the globe and are readily available from satellite archives. Therefore,
satellite observations are alternative data sources for studying ocean winds. Satellite-based sensors are
capable of systematically providing measurements over the entire globe. Sensors operating at
microwave frequencies can make measurements of the ocean surface day and night and under nearly
all-weather conditions [4,5]. Both active (radar, scatterometer and altimeter) and passive (radiometer)
microwave sensors have been shown to be capable of retrieving the ocean surface wind speed [4,6].
In this paper, the blended products [7,8] (BP) on a global 25-km grid with a time resolution of
six-hourly and 226 synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images with a resolution of 1 km covering different
areas near Newfoundland have been used to generate new six-hourly ocean wind fields on a global
10-km grid for the period from August 2008 to December 2010, except July 2009 to November 2009.
Surface wind stress largely regulates the amplitude of the centimeter-scale short waves of the ocean
surface, which can be directly related to the observed radar backscatter intensity. It has long been
known that backscatter from the ocean surface at microwave frequencies is a function of wind speed
and the relative angle between the radar look direction and the wind direction [9]. The SeaWinds
scatterometer aboard QuikSCAT can measure wind vectors at 25-km resolution over a 1800 km-wide
swath [10]. The satellite scatterometer demonstrates that wind measurements can achieve an accuracy
of ±2 m/s in speed and ±20° in direction. The passive microwave radiometry does not require the
transmission of microwave energy to the surface, as in conventional scatterometry [11]. The polarized
radiometric signature of microwave emissivity depends on ocean wind speed and direction [12]. Wind
speed could be derived from the radiometer observations from the series of the Special Sensor
Microwave Imager (SSM/I, 1995, 1997, 1999) carried onboard the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) [5,13,14]. The design of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission’s (TRMM, 1997)
Microwave Imager (TMI) [15,16] was similar to that of SSM/I, but the resolution of data
measurements was better, due to the lower altitudes of the satellite orbit. More instrument channels
were provided by the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System
(AMSR-E) [17] flown on Adeos-II. The mission goal of the WindSat radiometer on the Coriolis
satellite (2003) was to demonstrate that wind measurements from passive microwave emissions can
achieve the same accuracy as conventional scatterometry, both in wind speed and wind direction [18].
Whether through active microwave scatterometry or through passive polarimetry, the measurements of
the ocean surface wind vector at 25-km resolution from space could be achieved. In coastal regions,
land returns can contaminate wind speed measurements, and wind fields cannot sufficiently be
described in a few kilometers from the coast. Since the launch of the European Remote Sensing
Satellite-1(ERS-1), European Remote Sensing Satellite-2(ERS-2), Envisat and the Canadian satellites,
RADARSAT-1 and RADARSAT-2, SAR images have been acquired over the oceans continuously
over the past two decades. Well-calibrated SAR images can be used to routinely provide high
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spatial resolution ocean surface wind fields over a specified domain [19–21]. The retrieved wind
speeds from SAR images have been refined and improved with an accuracy up to approximately 2 m/s
in the wind speed range of 0–35 m/s [22–24]. SAR images have high spatial resolution, but irregular
temporal and spatial coverage for a specified domain. The blended products (BP) can provide high
accuracy, six-hourly (up to three-hourly) wind data in a regular global grid. The multi-sensor satellite data
have their own merits, respectively. BP provides the synoptic wind patterns, while the SAR allows us
to monitor higher resolution wind field features.
The present study aims at developing a method that combines SAR and the BP wind fields for
high-resolution wind fields over the Grand Banks of Newfoundland. The information about BP winds
has been introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, data sets of SAR images and the process for deriving
SAR winds are described. The methodology for reconstructing ocean surface wind from existing
blended products (BP) and SAR is presented in Section 4. The reconstructed wind fields are compared
with the BP and buoy measurement in Section 5. In the last section, conclusions are given.
2. BP Winds
BP combines measurements from six satellites (SSM/I F13, SSM/I F14, TMI, QuikSCAT, SSM/I F15,
AMER-E) from the U.S. National Climatic Data Center [7]. The BP used in this research from the
available multiple resources had been produced to fill data gaps and aliases associated with the
subsampling by the individual satellite observations. Global 0.25° gridded, blended products with
temporal resolutions of six hours, 12 hours and daily have become feasible since mid-2002, mid-2005
and January 1991, respectively (with ≥75% time coverage and ≥90% spatial coverage between 65°S and
65°N) [7,8]. One of the limitations on the application of the blended products was the lack of wind
direction. The wind directions observed by the scatterometer on QuikSCAT were interpolated onto the
blended speed grids. BP winds with a temporal resolution of six hours and a spatial resolution of
25 km × 25 km for the selected geographic region have been blended with SAR data to produce
reconstructed wind fields in this study.
3. SAR-Derived Winds
It has long been recognized that Newfoundland has a higher average wind speed than many other
places in Canada. The Grand Banks southeast of Newfoundland is near the intersection of the
equatorward Labrador Current and the poleward Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current. The ocean
circulation and the marine climate have strong interactions in this region. Therefore, the studies of the
wind field in this special geographic region have great significance in weather forecasting, atmospheric
dynamics, air-sea interactions and climate.
There are 226 RADARSAT-2 SAR images collected from MDA Geospatial Services Inc. (MDA
GSI) over the Grand Banks from 2008 to 2010. The RADARSAT-2 satellite operates in a circular,
near-polar, sun-synchronous orbit at a mean altitude of 797 km. It has an orbital period of 100.46 min
and operates in a 24-day repeat cycle. The 226 scenes were acquired in two different beam modes,
namely ScanSAR Narrow and ScanSAR Wide. Beam Mode characteristics are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Beam mode characteristics. SAR, synthetic aperture radar.
Beam
Mode
ScanSAR
Narrow
ScanSAR
Wide

Product

Pixel Spacing

Resolution

Scene Size

Incidence

Polarizations

(Rng × Az) (m)

(Rng × Az) (m)

(Rng × Az) (km)

Angle (deg)

Options

25 × 25

50 × 60

300 × 300

20 to 46

HH(122) VV(68)

SCN

HH + HV(26)
SCW

50 × 50

130 × 100

500 × 500

20 to 49

VV + VH(10)

3.1. Wind Direction Retrieval
The relation between the ocean surface wind speed and normalized radar cross section, σ0, can be
described by:

 0  a u   1  bu, cos   cu, cos 2

(1)

where θ is the local incident angle, u is the wind speed (usually assumed to be measured at 10 m above
the surface with neutral atmospheric stability) and Φ is the relative angle between the radar look
direction and the wind direction. The quantities, a(θ), γ(θ), b(u,θ) and c(u,θ), are empirical parameters
that are functions of θ and sometimes u. In order to perform the wind speed inversion, the wind
direction must be specified first.
Obtaining an accurate initial wind direction is a key challenge in SAR wind vector retrieval.
Generally, there are three approaches to the derivation of wind directions. The first method directly
extracts wind directions from wind-induced streaks visible in SAR images using fast Fourier
transforms [20,25], local gradients [26–28] and wavelet analysis techniques [29]. However, the wind
streak signature is sometimes weak, and other non-wind-streak features grow in SAR images, which
can contaminate wind direction retrievals. In addition, the 180° direction ambiguities need to be
eliminated by using wind shadows, weather charts, atmospheric model, buoy measurements or any
other ancillary data. The second method utilizes the wind direction from global operational numerical
weather prediction (NWP) models. The disadvantages are the low spatial resolution and insufficient
marine atmospheric boundary layer physics, so that fine-scale features observed by SAR are not
resolved. The third method uses wind direction measurements from other operational sensors, i.e., the
scatterometer. The wind vector measurements are generally six-hourly reported from NWP and the
scatterometer. Hence, the time differences of NWP-SAR and scatterometer-SAR are all within three
hours. The standard deviations were smaller when the QuikSCAT-measured wind directions instead of
those from NWP models were used to initialize the inversion of RADSASAT-1 SAR images [11]. In
this study, the near-real-time wind direction measurements interpolated from BP are used to initialize
RADSASAT-2 SAR wind speed retrieval.
3.2. Wind Speed Retrieval
Once the wind direction has been determined, Equation (1) can be inverted to determine the wind
speed from the backscatter, σ0. In recent years, several empirical geophysical model functions (GMF),
such as CMOD4 [30], CMOD_IFR2 [31], CMOD5 [22] and CMOD5.N [32,33] have been explored
for C-band σ0 acquired at vertical polarization in transmit and receive mode. C-band SAR-retrieved
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moderate winds (5 to 20 m/s) using the CMOD4 and CMOD_IFR2 have errors of ±2 m/s [23,34,35].
CMOD5 is applicable for higher wind speeds (>20 m/s), extending the dynamical range for C-band
scatterometer data from 24 to 35 m/s. CMOD5.N improves by 0.5 m/s in accuracy over CMOD5 when
compared to buoy data [32].
Although numerous algorithms have been proposed for vertically polarized SAR images,
well-developed models do not exist for horizontal polarization. To mitigate this deficiency, a hybrid
model function has been developed that consists of a GMF and a polarization ratio [36,37]. The
polarization ratio (PR) is defined as the ratio of σ 0 obtained at horizontal polarization to that obtained
at vertical polarization. Several different PR algorithms have been proposed [3,38–40]. Thompson has
proposed a PR model depending only on the radar incidence angle, θ, expressed by:
PR 

(1   tan 2  ) 2
(1  2 tan 2  ) 2

(2)

where α is an empirical parameter. Unal et al. and Monaldo et al. [35,41] suggested a constant value of
α = 0.6 to achieve consistency with their measurements. Vachon and Dobson [37] recommended α for
ocean wind retrievals from RADARSAT-1 SAR. A value of 1.0 for α was proposed by comparing
RADARSAT-1 SAR-retrieved wind speeds with weather forecast model results [36]. Horstmann et al. [20]
suggested that different α values were partially due to the different calibrations of RADARSAT-1 SAR
data at processing facilities. Mouche et al. [39] showed that the PR model of Elfouhaily [3] produced
generally the best agreement with their observations and developed two new PR model using airborne real
aperture radar data acquired at the C-band with both vertical and horizontal polarizations for moderate
incidence angles. The first attempt to analyze C-band RADARSAT-2 measurements of the normalized
radar cross-sections in quad-polarization acquisition mode over the ocean has been presented in
Zhang et al. [42]. Results showed that the constructed PR model with both wind speed and incidence angle
dependence (SAD), in conjunction with CMOD5.N, achieved the smallest bias and standard deviation by
comparing retrieved wind speeds from different CMOD algorithms with buoy measurements. This joint
GMF-PR approach constituted a promising hybrid model for wind speed retrievals from HH-polarized
RADARSAT-2 images. In this research, the range of buoy-measured wind speeds in the selected
geographic locations is between one and 26 m/s. We chose a hybrid model function consisting of a
CMOD5.N and SAD for wind vector retrievals from HH-polarized RADARSAT-2 images.
4. Reconstruction of Regular Wind Field
The wind vector retrieved from SAR images and corresponding BP wind observations in the same
month are used to reconstruct six-hourly regular wind fields on a 10-km grid. The reconstruction process is
based on the two principles: heapsort bucket method with topdown search and the modified
Gauss–Markov theorem.
Suppose that at L locations, data for the wind vector have been obtained from SAR and BP, and at
M grid points, wind vectors are to be derived. Every wind vector, v(u,v), exists in a corresponding
geographical location (geographic coordinates need to be transformed to Cartesian coordinates (x,y))
and time t, and it is shown as:
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 x1  x  x2

 y1  y  y2
 t t t
2
 1

v(u, v)  f [( x, y ), t ],

(3)

where x1, y1, t1 and x2, y2, t2 restrict the range of variables for the continuous function. The wind
vectors, vL(ui,vi) and vM(ui,vi), are used to indicate the known satellites’ data and the wind vectors to be
derived, respectively, and are shown as:

v L (ui , vi )  f [( xi , yi ), ti ]

(4)

v M (u j , v j )  f [( x j , y j ), t j ]

(5)

For this study, the range of distance is 5 km and the time period is three hours between the known
satellites’ data and the derived wind vectors. Assume N data points that meet the requirements as follows:

 x j   1  xi  x j   1

 y j   2  yi  y j   2
 t   t  t 
3
i
j
3
 j

(6)

where ε1, ε2, ε3 depend on the density distribution of data points.
The distance, Di−jN, between the known satellites’ data point and the grid point where winds are to
be derived can be calculated as:

DiN j  axi  x j   byi  y j   cti  t j 
2

2

2

(7)

where a, b and c are the coefficients standing for the weights of each independent variable relative to Di−jN.

a:b:c  (

1 N v i  j 1 N v i  j 1 N v i  j
 ):(  ):(  )
N i1 xi j N i1 y i j N i1 t i j

(8)

A heap can be built out of the N data of Di−jN. The heapsort bucket method with topdown search will
be used to search the K known nearest neighbours with the minimum value of Di−jN for the grid point, j.
The vL(ui,vi) of the K known nearest neighbours relative to the grid point, j, should be used to
estimate the vM(uj,vj) by optimal linear estimation (modified Gauss–Markov theorem). We can
introduce the following matrix and vector:

 x1

L   y1
t
 1

VLK

x2
y2
t2

 u1

u
 2


u
 K

CMj  x j

 xK 

 yK 
 tK 


v1 

v2 
 

vK 
yj

tj

(9)

(10)

(11)
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Then, the vM(uj,vj) can be calculated by:
K



v M (u j , v j )  V L  CMj ( LLT ) 1 LVLK



(13)

5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Buoy Data Set
To assess the performance of the proposed approach for reconstructing wind field, the retrieved
wind speeds are compared with buoy-measured wind speeds. The buoy wind measurements are
generally reported on the hour and represent 10-min averages. The reconstructed wind is averaged
over 10 km in space and is a proxy point measurement in time.
Figure 1 shows the area coverage of reconstructed wind field and buoy locations used in the
comparison. Since the anemometer on the buoys measures the wind speed at 5.2 m above the water
surface, all the buoy data had to be converted to the equivalent neutral winds at 10 m for comparison.
The Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere Coupled Ocean Atmosphere Response Experiment
(TOGA-COARE) bulk flux algorithm has been used for the stability correction [43].
Figure 1. Geographic location of the three buoys for comparison with reconstructed
wind vectors.

5.2. Wind Direction Comparisons
The SAR wind-speed retrieval depends on the near-real-time wind direction measurements
interpolated from BP. Differences between the actual direction and the inferred wind direction from
BP may contribute to those between SAR and buoy wind speeds. Sequentially, differences between
reconstructed and buoy wind speeds would be affected.
Figure 2 shows scatter plots that respectively compare the BP and reconstructed wind directions
with the buoy-estimated ones. The mean difference in wind direction between the reconstructed and
buoy estimates is 3.7°, smaller than that between BP and the buoy by 0.8°. However, the standard
deviation of the difference between the reconstructed and buoy estimates is 40.2°, 2.3°greater than
that between BP and buoy estimates.
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Figure 2. (a) Blended products (BP) vs. buoy wind directions (Buoys A + B + C).
(b) Reconstructed vs. buoy wind directions (Buoys A + B + C).
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Figure 3. (a) BP vs. Buoy A-estimated wind speeds. (b) Reconstructed vs. Buoy
A-estimated wind speeds. (c) BP vs. Buoy B-estimated wind speeds. (d) Reconstructed vs.
Buoy B-estimated wind speeds. (e) BP vs. Buoy C-estimated wind speeds. (f) Reconstructed
vs. Buoy C-estimated wind speeds.
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5.3. Differences between Buoy and Reconstructed Wind Speeds
The number of available observations for comparisons from the A, B and C buoy is 2688, 2568 and
2480 respectively. Figure 3 shows the reconstructed and BP wind speeds vs. the buoy-measured wind
speed for each buoy. The mean difference and the standard deviation are also indicated in the figures.
The mean difference between the BP wind speed and buoy measurements is smaller than 0.25 m/s, and the
standard deviation is smaller than 2.21 m/s. The mean difference between the reconstructed wind
speed and buoy measurements are approximately equal to that between the BP and buoy
measurements. However, the standard deviation between the reconstructed wind speed and buoy
measurements has been improved.
Figure 4. (a) BP wind field at 03:00, 20 October 2008. (b) Reconstructed wind field at
03:00, 20 October 2008. (c) BP wind field at 03:00, 24 October 2008. (d) Reconstructed
wind field at 03:00, 24 October 2008. (e) BP wind field at 03:00, 27 October 2008.
(f) Reconstructed wind field at 03:00, 27 October 2008.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

5.4. Comparison between the BP and Reconstructed Wind Fields
The reconstructed wind fields at 3:00 on 20, 24 and 27 October have been chosen for comparison
with the BP wind fields, because near-real-time SAR wind fields were obtained on those dates.
Figure 4 shows that there is overall consistency in wind regime between the BP wind fields and
reconstructed wind fields. The wind vortex at the top right corner of Figure 4b, a sudden change in the
direction of the wind at the bottom right corner of Figure 4d and the gradual change in the direction of
the wind in Figure 4f have been described in more detail in the reconstructed data. Fine-scale wind
features near the coast have also been shown in Figure 4d–f.
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6. Conclusion
In this paper, the six-hourly lower spatial resolution wind fields from BP and irregular higher
spatial resolution wind fields derived from SAR images have been blended to reconstruct wind fields.
Both the resolution and regularities of wind fields have been taken into account in the study.
The comparison of reconstructed wind speeds and buoy measurements shows good agreement for
both wind speed and direction. The mean difference in wind direction between reconstructed and buoy
estimates is 3.7°, the standard deviation is 40.2°. The mean difference in wind direction between
reconstructed and buoy estimates is 0.8°lower than the mean difference in wind direction between BP
and buoy estimates. However, the standard deviation is 2.3°greater than the mean difference in wind
direction between reconstructed and buoys estimates.
The accuracy of the wind speed has been improved a little, because the standard deviation between
the reconstructed wind speed and buoy measurements is less than the one between the BP wind speed
and buoys measurement. The comparison of the reconstructed wind fields with the BP wind fields
shows a preferable identity and suggests that the results are reasonable and reliable. Higher spatial
resolution regular wind fields have been obtained successfully.
The results suggest that the joint GMF-PR approach (CMOD5.N-SAD) constitutes a promising
hybrid model for wind speed retrievals from HH-polarized RADARSAT-2 SAR images, and the
reconstruction process based on the heapsort bucket method with topdown search and the modified
Gauss–Markov theory is practicable. There are a number of factors for the residual differences
between the reconstructed and buoy wind speed measurements. For example, the residual differences
may in part come from BP. The CMOD5.N and polarization ratio functions used here may be further
refined. More SAR images should be acquired in this reconstruction process.
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